
Celebrity  News:  Khloe
Kardashian  Posts  Cryptic
Messages  One  Day  After
Tristan  Flies  to  Boston  to
Join Celtics

By Nicole Maher

In the latest celebrity news, Khloe Kardashian posted a series
of  cryptic  messages  the  day  following  Tristan  Thompson’s
arrival  in  Boston  to  join  the  Celtics.  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  the  Kardashian  sister  shared  a  series  of
inspirational quotes on her Instagram stories about focusing
on the positives of life. The celebrity couple has experienced
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a rocky relationship with allegations of Thompson’s cheating
first surfacing in February of 2019, but plan to split their
time between Los Angeles and Boston. 

In celebrity news, Khloe Kardashian
may be dealing with a long distance
relationship  after  Tristan  flew
across the country to join his new
basketball team. What are some ways
to  make  a  long  distance
relationship successful?

Cupid’s Advice:

Long distance relationships can be difficult to navigate, no
matter how prepared you may feel to take on the challenge of
living in different places. However, with some hard work, long
distance relationships can be successful. If you are looking
for ways to make a long distance relationship work, Cupid has
some advice for you: 

1. Have a communication plan: When you are not physically near
someone, it can feel more tempting to want to talk to them
more  often.  However,  if  you’re  expecting  to  talk  to  your
partner all day when it is not realistic for either of your
schedules,  you  may  find  yourself  getting  disappointed.
Selecting methods of communication and times to talk early-on
in a long distance relationship can help manage expectations
and avoid conflict. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Tamera Mowry Says Quarantine
Tested Her Marriage to Adam Housley

2. Plan enough visits: Even if you have good communication in
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your different locations, it is still important to make the
effort to see each other in person. Trying to see each other
relatively often, as well as making sure both partners are
making the effort to travel if possible, is a great way to
strengthen a long distance relationship. 

Related Link: Celebrity News: Vanessa Hudgens Opens Up About
What She Wants in an Ideal Partner After Split 

3. Focus on the end-goal: Every long distance relationship is
going to experience hardships relating to the difference of
location, which makes it especially important to focus on your
end goal. If the distance is only temporary, focus on working
toward being in the same location again. This reminder that
the distance is only a phase in your relationship will help
the two of you work through the challenges connected to it!

What are some other ways to make long distance relationships
successful? Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity  News:  Kanye  West
Visits Hospital for ‘Anxiety’
After  Apologizing  to  Kim
Kardashian
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By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Kanye West visited a hospital near
his ranch in Cody, Wyoming, after publicly apologizing to his
wife, Kim Kardashian. According to UsMagazine.com, West has
been experiencing a lot of anxiety lately, and he has been
surrounded by a lot of people and started to feel really
overwhelmed. West decided to go to the hospital to get checked
out. “I would like to apologize to my wife Kim for going
public with something that was a private matter,” he tweeted.
“I did not cover her like she has covered me. To Kim I want to
say I know I hurt you. Please forgive me. Thank you for always
being there for me.” West is reportedly feeling much better
now and the famous celebrity couple are getting back on good
terms.

In  celebrity  news,  Kanye  West  is
picking  up  the  pieces  after  his
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Twitter  rant  against  wife  Kim
Kardashian. What are some ways to
show  your  partner  you’re  truly
sorry for something you did?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Apologies can be difficult to deliver and even then, it isn’t
a sure thing that you’ll be forgiven. If you’re looking for
ways to show your partner you’re truly sorry for something you
did, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Make a big statement: Sometimes the best apology isn’t just
to your partner, but on a big platform for a lot of people to
see. That can be done on social media or may be at a big event
with a lot of people. Overall you’re trying to achieve the
goal of multiple people seeing or hearing your apology.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Jessica  Biel  Pushed  Justin
Timberlake to Publicly Apologize After PDA Scandal

2. Let your actions speak louder: There’s one thing to say
you’re sorry and then another thing to actually be sorry.
After you apologize, you need to make sure that you’re not
making the same mistakes. Show your partner that you truly are
sorry after you tell them.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  ‘Jersey  Shore’  Star  Ronnie
Ortiz-Magro Apologies to Jen Harley & Their Daughter

3. Offer to do what’s needed: Now that you’ve apologized, that
doesn’t mean you’re completely in the clear. Ask your partner
if there’s anything that you can do to make them feel better.
Be there to support them in whatever that they need.

What are some other ways to show your partner you’re truly
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sorry  for  something  you  did?  Start  a  conversation  in  the
comments below!

Celebrity Couple News: Khloe
Kardashian Celebrates 4th of
July  at  Tristan  Thompson’s
House

By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, reality TV star Khloe Kardashian
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celebrated the 4th of July at Tristian Thompson’s house after
engagement rumors. According to UsMagazine.com, the two have
been quarantining together amid their public celebrity break-
up for the sake of their daughter True. Recently, the two were
spotted together, pulling up to the house in Calabasas with
some  party  supplies.  Later,  Kourtney  Kardashian  and  Kris
Jenner arrived at the party.

In  celebrity  couple  news,  Khloe
Kardashian spent holiday time with
Tristan  Thompson  after  engagement
rumors. How does spending holidays
together  bring  you  closer  as  a
couple?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Holidays are a great time to be with the people that you love
most, and for a lot of people that means being with their
partner, but not everyone feels the same way. If you are
debating if you should spend holidays with your partner, Cupid
has some advice for you:

1. Share the intimate moments: Since there is no work or
school on national holidays, there’s nothing else for you to
do besides enjoy the holiday and be with the people you love.
Instead of running around like you would on a regular day, you
can not only be with your partner, but be present with your
partner. You can cherish those long lasting memories that you
make on holidays together.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kylie Jenner & Travis Scott Will
Spend Christmas Together for Daughter Stormi
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2. Introduce your partner to your family: The holidays are the
perfect  time  to  introduce  your  partner  to  your  family.
Everyone  is  happy  and  filled  with  holiday  joy,  and
conversation just flows easier on the holidays. Your partner
is bound to have a better relationship with your family if
they meet on a holiday rather than meeting on a regular day.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Dakota  Johnson  Spends
Thanksgiving with BF Chris Martin Along with Gwyneth Paltrow &
Kids

3. Be playful together:  Holidays are meant for you to have
fun and be playful. Use this time with your partner to let
your hair down and bring out that fun-loving nature. Go out
and do something that you normally wouldn’t do together, or
stay in and play a board game. Whatever it is, strip the
responsibilities of adulthood just for today and bring out
your inner kid.

What are some other ways spending holidays together bring you
closer  as  a  couple?  Start  a  conversation  in  the  comments
below!

Celebrity Exes: Scott Disick
is  ‘Always  Flirting’  With
‘Best  Friend’  Kourtney
Kardashian
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By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Scott Disick and Kourtney Kardashian
spent some time in Utah with all three of their kids for
Disick’s  37th  birthday.  According  to  UsMagazine.com  these
celebrity exes have been through so many ups and downs since
the beginning of their relationship, but after their celebrity
break-up, they seem to get along much better, especially when
it comes to co-parenting. Recently, Disick and Sofia Richie
called their relationship quits after three years. Many wonder
if Kardashian is the reason they broke up, so that she and
Disick can get back together.

These  celebrity  exes  are  keeping
things  way  above  and  beyond
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friendly. How do you know if you’re
still hung up on your ex?

Cupid’s Advice: 

After a long relationship ends, it’s incredibly easy to get
held up on the idea that you guys might get back together. If
you think you are still hung up on your ex, Cupid has some
advice for you:

1. Do you stalk them on social media?: If you constantly find
yourself going  to your ex’s social media pages a few times a
day, then you are definitely still hung up on them. Trying to
look on their pages to see what they’re doing, who they’re
hanging out with, and if they’re seeing anyone else, just
isn’t healthy. Try deleting the apps from your phone to stop
yourself from going to their pages. The longer you go without
thinking about them, the better.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Exes:  Khloe  Kardashian  &  Tristan
Thompson Reunite at True’s 1st Birthday Party

2. Do you still refer to them as your partner?: When you’re
talking to someone else about your ex partner and you refer to
them  as  your  boyfriend,  girlfriend,  husband,  or  wife
accidentally, then you are still not over them. This can be
really hard to correct, especially when you’re fresh out of a
relationship, but after a few months you should be looking to
correct yourself. Have your friends and family point it out to
you every time you say it. Or, you can use the swear jar
method, expect only put a dollar in the jar when you refer to
your ex as your partner.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Nikki Bella Prays for John Cena
to Find Happiness

3. You’re not interested in dating again: If you find yourself
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not finding anyone attractive or not wanting to get back out
there and go on dates, then you are still holding on to your
past  relationship.  You  don’t  want  to  go  on  dates  because
you’re still in a “relationship” kind of head space, when you
should be in a single state of mind. Try to get back out there
in the dating world and go a little out of your comfort zone;
consider someone completely different than your ex.

What are some other ways you know your still hung up on your
ex? Start a conversation in the comments below! 

Celebrity  News:  Sources  Say
Kendall Jenner & Ben Simmons
Are Dating Again
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By Jessica DeRubbo

In  celebrity  couple  news,  source  are  saying  that  Kendall
Jenner  and  Ben  Simmons  have  rekindled  their  relationship.
According  to  EOnline.com,  the  Keeping  Up  With  the
Kardashians star was recently spotted at a Philadelphia 76ers
game supporting her alleged man and celebrity ex. “They took a
break because it was difficult to sustain a relationship with
their schedules. But they have stayed in touch and there was
never a messy breakup or hard feelings,” a source shared with
E! News. “Kendall has spent a lot of time with Ben over the
last few weeks in Philadelphia. She’s been flying in to see
him whenever she can.”

In celebrity news, Kendall and Ben
may be giving their romance another
chance.  What  are  some  factors  to
consider  before  giving  your  ex  a
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second chance?

Cupid’s Advice: 

When you break up with someone, it’s meant to be a final
decision. That said, sometimes things change and there are
good reasons to consider giving your ex a second chance. It’s
important to make sure you’re doing it for the right reasons,
however. Cupid has factors to consider:

1.  Why  you  broke  up  in  the  first  place:  There’s  a  wild
difference between breaking up because your partner cheated on
you to splitting because you were both busy with your careers.
If a trust issue was at the heart of your issues, it may not
make sense to jump back into things. If it was simply a lack
of time that led to your break-up, you two could very well be
in a different place now, making it okay to give things a
second chance.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parents:  Kendall  Jenner  Jokes  on
Social Media About Starting a Family

2. What page you’re both on now: It’s crucial to have an open
and honest conversation about where you both are in your lives
right now. If the issues that led to your break-up before are
still very real, there’s no point in giving it a second shot,
hoping  for  a  different  outcome.  If  some  key  things  have
changed that will make things easier this time around, that’s
great!

Related Link: Celebrity Workout: Group Classes That’ll Have
You Sweating With Obsession

3. The reasons you want to be in the relationship: When we
break up with someone, it leaves a hole in your heart that
your  partner  used  to  fill.  Not  only  are  you  missing  the
romance, but you’re missing that person you told everything to
and who you spent the most time with. When you’re deciding
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whether to get back together with someone, you need to make
sure you aren’t just doing it because you’re lonely. The only
reason to date someone is because you really see yourself with
them romantically and they’ll add to your life in a positive
way.

What are some others factors to consider before getting back
with an ex? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Jordyn Woods
Parties  with  Khloe
Kardashian’s Ex James Harden
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By Katie Sotack

It looks like more Kardashian exes are after Jordyn Woods!
Model, Woods was seen partying at a Houston nightclub with NBA
player  James  Harden,  according  to  People.com.  Celebrity
exes Khloe and Harden ended things three years ago, but after
Khloe’s baby daddy Tristan Thompson made moves on Woods, the
tensions between the superstar family and Jordyn over exes are
high. Woods seems to be attracting all the same men as the
Kardashian sisters, as she was spotted with Kim‘s ex Ray J as
well. Though Woods claims she’s as sorry and apologetic as she
can be, Khloe maintains she never wants to see her again.

In celebrity news, Jordyn Woods may
be asking for more drama with Khloe
Kardashian.  What  are  some  basic
rules  when  it  comes  to  friends’
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exes?

Cupid’s Advice:

According to Khloe Kardashian, her friendship with Woods is
totally over. Yet with feelings still webbed between the two
and their exes, does girl code still apply? Here are the laws
of the land when interacting with a friend’s ex:

1. Not too friendly: Unless this ex was part of the friend
group before your bestie started dating them, it’s best to
pull  back  from  that  budding  friendship.  Don’t  go  around
commenting on their Instagram posts and bar hopping with them.
It’s better to let your friend know they’re your number one.
This doesn’t mean you have to hit the unfollow button or that
you can’t be social at parties. Just try not to be their
closest confidant.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Get Official Marriage License in
Vegas 2 Years After Wedding

2. Dating an ex?: You two really clicked and they might be,
like, the love of your life. That doesn’t make the situation
as less tricky. Parse out if you really have feelings for this
ex, that go beyond lust. Then if you’re sure you need to be
with them, go to your friend first. This doesn’t mean you’ll
be free and clear from any negative fall out, but your friend
will respect that you didn’t go behind their back.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Camila Cabello Opens Up About
Anxiety Struggles

3. Take your friend’s side: Even if you don’t agree with their
bitching they likely need to vent about the relationship.
Don’t use this time to point out that their ex wasn’t all the
bad. After the breakup let your friend blow off steam for the
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first few weeks. After that if they’re still bitter, let them
know it’s not benefiting them to fret over the past.

How do you support your friend when you like their ex? Share
in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple News: Scott
Disick  Is  ‘Really  Happy’
Kylie  Jenner  Is  Close  to
Girlfriend Sofia Richie
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By Katie Sotack

Long time friends Kylie Jenner and Sofia Richie are on the
mend, and no one is happier than Richie’s boyfriend, Scott
Disick. The inter-tangled friend/family history has made the
relationships difficult to parse out from one another, but
Disick is grateful to his baby mama’s sister, Jenner, for
welcoming his girl back into the family. The celebrity friends
were seen bikini clad and rejoicing on a tropical vacation to
Turks and Caicos, reaffirming to the world that everything was
a-ok between the two.

In  celebrity  couple  news,  Scott
Disick enjoys having the support of
Kylie Jenner when it comes to his
relationship. What are some ways to
support your ex’s new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

With all the complicated feelings that even thinking about
your ex brings, having them bring their next S.O. into the
family is tricky to say the least. Jenner is supporting Disick
and Richie’s relationship like a mature and respectful ally.
Here are relationship tips to root for your ex’s new love:

1.  Keep  your  distance:  You  see  your  ex  repeating  similar
patterns, you don’t think their new lover is treating them
right, etc. It’s so tempting to pinch the lovebirds on the
shoulder and straighten them out. Don’t do it. When you get
the temptation to meddle, take a deep breath and walk away. By
commenting on their current situation, you are adding your
baggage with ex-bae to their new love. It’s better to keep
your distance here.
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Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Duchess Meghan Comments
On Her Relationship with Prince Harry to Pharrell

2. Accept their new partner: Possibly the biggest thing you
can do to support their relationship is accepting their new
partner. It doesn’t have to be as a close confidant, though
friendship is a great way to start this process. Welcome the
partner into your family space and accept them as a potential
life long member.

Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner
Take Romantic Vacay After Second Wedding

3. Show social media support: If your friends and family can
see you liking and commenting on your ex’s new relationship
status, they’re more likely to show support as well. If you’re
acting bitter, it’s only natural they’d want to have your back
and criticize the couple. Be the bigger person and show no
negative will toward your ex.

How do you support your ex’s new relationship? Share in the
comments below!

Celebrity  Pregnancy:  Tristan
Thompson’s  Ex  Claims  Khloe
Kardashian  Relationship
Caused  Pregnancy
Complications
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By Katie Sotack

In celebrity news, Cleveland Cavaliers player Tristan Thompson
is being accused of causing pregnancy complications for his
ex,  Jordan  Craig.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the
complications  arose  when  Thompson  publicly  dated  a  woman
believed to be Khloe Kardashian. The stress of being publicly
ridiculed resulted in an order for bed rest and eventually,
severe pregnancy complications.

In  celebrity  pregnancy  news,
Tristan’s  ex  is  blaming  Khloe
Kardashian  for  her  pregnancy
complications. What are some ways

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-news/


to keep stress from affecting your
pregnancy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Pregnancy is a wonderful time for mothers-to-be, but there’s
no denying the added stress of growing another life. Staying
relaxed  can  help  ensure  a  healthy  and  complication  free
pregnancy. Here are some ways to eliminate stress:

1. Get enough rest: getting the recommended 8-10 hours is
essential to your mood and the babies health. Lack of sleep
throws off your bodies regulatory hormones and adds to stress.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Blac  Chyna  Slams  Exes  Rob
Kardashian & Tyga Over Child Support

2. Try gentle exercise: moving around during the day will keep
your  endorphins  up,  in  turn  relaxing  your  mental  state.
Activity also has the added benefit of improving your sleep
cycle.

Related Link: Celebrity Parents: Mindy Kaling Opens Up About
Single Parenting and Hard Work

3. Ask for help: pregnancy effects your mind and body in ways
that can be difficult. Things that were once second nature may
have become a challenge, but don’t be afraid to ask for help
when you need. It’ll be a huge load off your plate.

How do you relax? Share in the comments below!
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Kim
Kardashian  &  Kanye  West
Celebrate Birth of Celebrity
Baby Daughter

By Carly Horowitz

Another Kardashian celebrity baby is in the world! Celebrity
baby  news  reveals  that  Kim  Kardashian  and  Kanye  West  are
celebrating  the  birth  of  their  third  child.  According  to
People.com, their baby daughter arrived on Monday, Jan. 15, at
12:47 a.m. and she weighed in at 7 lbs., 6 oz. Kim Kardashian
exclaims that everyone is overjoyed with the latest celebrity
news.  The  Keeping  Up  with  the  Kardashians  stars  hired  a
surrogate to help bring their third celebrity baby into this
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wonderful world.

This  celebrity  baby  news  is  very
happy for the Kardashian clan. What
are  some  ways  to  celebrate  the
arrival of your baby?

Cupid’s Advice:

A new life coming into the world is a big thing to celebrate.
It is crazy to think that your little baby is going to grow up
and experience life through their unique set of eyes. Cupid
has  some  cool  ideas  on  how  to  celebrate  this  amazing
occurrence:

1. Take photos: The arrival of a new baby is a very hectic yet
joyous  time.  Designate  someone  to  take  authentic  pictures
throughout the process so that you can look back on them later
in life and even show the child pictures of what was going on
during their birth.

Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars Carly Waddell &
Evan Bass Celebrate Celebrity Baby Shower

2. Plant a tree: I know you may be thinking…um, what? But what
better way to celebrate the arrival of one life by planting
another life in the baby’s honor? When the baby grows older,
you can show them their tree and it will be symbolic to watch
both your baby and your baby’s tree grow together. This also
creates an intimate connection with nature to human life.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Billy Joel & Wife Alexis
Welcome Second Child Together

3. A birthday cake: Of course! How did we not think of that?
Many people forget to have a birthday cake on the day of the
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actual  birth.  The  mother  especially  will  surely  want  to
indulge in some yummy cake to celebrate the arrival of their
new child.

Know some unique ways to celebrate the arrival of your baby?
Comment below!

 

Celebrity  Baby:  Kim
Kardashian  Reveals  Plans  to
Have Third Child with Kanye
West
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By Mallory McDonald

In recent celebrity news, Kim Kardashian has come out of her
tragic robbery experience in Paris wanted another celebrity
baby! EOnline.com has the promo for next week’s episode of
Keeping  Up  With  the  Kardashians  where  Kim  reveals  her
desire for another child. On the recent episodes, Kim has been
very open and honest about her experience in Paris, and her
family have been very supportive during her recovery period.
This event has made Kim realize her desire for more kids,
saying, “I’m going to try to have one more baby. I want my
kids to have siblings, but the doctors don’t feel like it’s
safe for me.”

There may be another celebrity baby
on the way for Kimye. What are some
things  to  consider  before  having
another child?
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Cupid’s Advice: 

Before having another child there are some things that you
should bring up to yourself and with your partners. Here are
some tips:

1. Financial stability: While this may not be a concern for
Kim and Kanye, financially supporting multiple children isn’t
always easy. Make sure you and your partner discuss where you
both are at and that it is a good decision for both of you and
your other kids.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian Emerges for First
Time After Kanye West’s Breakdown

2. Health risks: With every pregnancy, there can be different
side effects or pregnancy risks. Before having another baby or
even  your  first  make  sure  to  consult  your  doctor  on  all
aspects of the future pregnancy.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kanye West Opens Up About Kim’s
Nude Selfies

3.  Emotional  support:  Having  a  baby  is  one  of  the  most
exciting and terrifying things that can happen to someone.
Even if you have had children, make sure that you and your
partner are in the right emotional frame of mind to have a
baby.

What did you and your partner talk about before having kids?
Let us know by commenting below!
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Celebrity  News:  Kourtney
Kardashian  &  Justin  Bieber
Hang at Club After Fling

By Mallory McDonald

Kourtney  Kardashian  and  Justin  Bieber  are  once  again  the
latest celebrity news. UsMagazine.com found out that the two
were hanging out again at a club. A source shared, “Bieber was
with  a  group  of  friends  —  including  former  One
Directioner Liam Payne — at the live music venue for about two
hours. The Keeping Up With the Kardashians star arrived second
and stayed for only about 15 minutes.” However, that was not
the end of the pair’s night, as they later met up at around 2
a.m. “They were just there as friends, with friends and it was
not romantic,” the source tells Us.” “Every time Kourtney and
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Justin are together they’re extremely flirtatious. They text
each other all the time.” It seems like these two may not be
headed for a celebrity relationship, but they can’t seem to
stay away either!

In  celebrity  news,  it  looks  like
these  two  have  no  hard  feelings
after  their  fling.  What  are  some
ways  to  recover  quickly  after  a
fling gone bad?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Flings are meant to be just that, a fling. Here is how you can
recover when a fling has gone wrong:

1. Remember it was a fling: The point of a fling is for it to
be short term and something that eventually ends. So when it
goes wrong try and remember it was never meant to work.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kourtney Kardashian is
Hooking Up with Sexy Model Younes Bendjima

2. Part ways: Trying to remain friends with a fling that
didn’t work can prove to be tricky, try to make a clean break
when it ends.

Related Link: Find Out What’s Going On with Former Celebrity
Couple Kourtney Kardashian & Scott Disick

3. Stay amicable: While you don’t want to remain friends with
your failed fling, there shouldn’t be an animosity towards
each other and staying on amicable terms would be best for
everyone.

What did you do when your fling went wrong? Comment below!
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Former  Celebrity  Couple:
Kourtney Kardashian Opens Up
About Anxiety Post-Split from
Scott Disick

By Myesha Cobb

It’s  easy  to  understand  why  Kourtney  Kardashian  has  been
experiencing anxiety issues since her split from celebrity ex
Scott Disick. The reality TV star recently opened up on her
website  about  how  exercise  is  helping  her  deal  with  her
heartache. “My anxiety is always worse in the mornings, so
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that’s when I schedule my workouts. I usually start with a
quick run or jumping rope to warm up,” she writes. “People are
very quick to judge others by appearances, but you truly don’t
know what someone’s motivation is or what is going on inside
them. For me, exercise is as much about my body as it is about
calming my mind.” We hope this former celebrity couple can
work through their problems and raise their three kids in a
peaceful environment!

This  former  celebrity  couple  is
moving on but not without a bit of
a struggle. What are some ways to
cope with anxiety after a break-up?

Cupid’s Advice: 

There are a lot of different ways to cope with anxiety; you
just have to find what works for you. Like one half of this
former celebrity couple, you may decide to head to the gym. Or
perhaps you feel the most as ease when you’re in the kitchen
preparing a new dish. Here are some other ways that you can
find your zen after a split:

1. Check out the latest movie: There’s something relaxing
about seeing a movie by yourself — especially if it’s that
rom-com that your ex refused to watch! Grab a bag of popcorn
and some M&Ms and let yourself get lost in the love story that
plays out on-screen. You’ll not only feel refreshed after
taking a break from your daily responsibilities, but you’ll
also be reminded that true love does exist.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Scott  Disick  Apologizes  to
Kourtney Kardashian After Rehab Stint

2. Spend time with friends: Having fun with your pals is
another way to shake off those post-break-up blues. Whether
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you have a low-key night at home or head to the hottest spot
in town, you’re sure to feel better after some girl time.

Related Link: Kelly Osbourne Parties After Celebrity Break-up

3. Get cozy with a book: Use your free time to enjoy a good
book. You can pick up the latest Nicholas Sparks novel or
finally check out that self-help book that caught your eye.

How did you beat the post-break-up blues? Share your love
advice in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Scott Disick
Apologizes  to  Kourtney
Kardashian After Rehab Stint
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By Mackenzie Scibetta

Could there be a possible reunion for celebrity exes Kourtney
Kardashian and Scott Disick? This week, celebrity news outlets
explored that idea as Disick has been apologizing to everyone,
especially  Kourtney,  after  his  fourth  visit  to  rehab.
According to UsMagazine.com, Disick is really committed to his
therapy treatment and his top priority is wining back his old
flame.  An  insider  revealed  that  he  also  wants  to  make  a
reappearance on Keeping Up With the Kardashians as “he needs
the money.”

It seems Scott Disick is always in
celebrity  news  lately.  What  are
some reasons to forgive your ex for
their mistakes?

Cupid’s Advice:

Once  you  have  lost  trust,  forgiveness  is  hard  to  give.
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However,  sometimes  finding  in  your  heart  a  way  to  be
compassionate  is  the  right  path  to  take.  The  inevitable
mistakes that humans make should not always be punished with
hatred. Cupid has a few reasons why forgiving an ex just might
be the right move for you:

1. It allows you to release difficult emotions: Unless you
acknowledge your irritable feelings of blame, guilt and anger
then you will never be able to feel better. Forgiving does not
mean forgetting and it also doesn’t mean you have to let their
actions slide. Forgiving does allow you to clear your mind and
heal.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Shares Adorable
Instagram with Son Mason

2. It teaches us to keep our standards reasonable: Sometimes
we  become  so  engulfed  in  an  argument  that  we  don’t  even
realize how we are overreacting. We cannot be right 100% of
the time so giving your partner the benefit of the doubt might
help save your relationship and also show that we are setting
the bar too high.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian Reveals that
Her Family Pushed Her to Leave Lamar Odom’s Side

3. Forgiveness leaves room for love: Even if you and your
partner can’t find a way to make it work together, you can
still have a feeling for love for them as a friend. Forgiving
them allows you to keep that bond and blossom into something
new and possibly better!

Under what circumstances is it wrong to forgive an ex? Comment
below.
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Celebrity News: Scott Disick
Cries  in  Trailer  for  New
Episode of ‘KUWTK’

By Mackenzie Scibetta

It’s been an emotional ride for Kourtney Kardashian and Scott
Disick, as they’ve had to deal with their upsetting celebrity
break-up. Disick has a long history with alcohol abuse and the
addiction  put  a  massive  strain  on  his  relationship  with
Kourtney, ultimately leading to their demise. Celebrity news
reported by UsMagazine.com shows more drama for the former
famous  couple,  as  the  promo  for  Keeping  Up  With  the
Kardashians presents a crying Disick. He is brought to tears
after Kris Jenner says it breaks her heart to see Kourtney in
pain. Disick replies that he’s made mistakes and says, “It’s
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been a really hard time going from like, having all you guys,
to having nobody.” Season 11 of K.U.W.T.K. will premiere on
Sunday, Nov. 15.

It’s  hard  to  feel  bad  after
learning  this  piece  of  celebrity
news. What are some ways to care
for an emotional partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

People need emotional support in different ways so there is no
perfect formula to happiness for everyone. However, the pure
thought and attempt of cheering up your loved one is what
counts. Cupid has three pieces of love advice to get your
partner out of a slump:

1. Silently cuddling: Touching someone can be very therapeutic
in ways that we don’t even think about. Cuddling releases
oxytocin which increases overall happiness. Not only that, but
it also reduces stress and blood pressure.

Related Link: Scott Disick Continues to Party and Is Not Back
with Celebrity Ex Kourtney Kardashian

2. Buy a small, thoughtful gift: Don’t overwhelm them with a
new plasma T.V., but rather buy something to show you were
thinking about them. Flowers, candy, or a stuffed animal are
great options to prove you appreciate and love them. Try to
make it specialized to their interests to really spark the
romance.

Related Link: Scott Disick Postpones Vegas Club Appearance
Amid Celebrity Break-Up from Kourtney Kardashian

3. Listen to them: Be the person that they can tell anything
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to, from their most frustrating problems to their deepest
secrets. Make sure you also pay attention to what they want
from you. If they want space you should give it to them.
Listen to their concerns and try to act on them.  

How do you like your partner to act when you’re feeling down?
Let us know below. 

Kourtney  Kardashian’s  Family
Thinks  She  Deserves  ‘Much
Better’  Than  Celebrity  Ex
Scott Disick
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By Rebecca White

Keeping up with the Kardashians has not been easy this week.
With the latest celebrity news that reality TV stars Kourtney
Kardashian and Scott Disick have split, fans and viewers alike
are all disappointed that the Lord just can’t seem to get it
together, even for his three celebrity kids. According to
People.com,  Kardashian’s  family  thinks  she  deserves  much
better than her celebrity ex, especially after his celebrity
infidelity. And we have to say, we agree!

We doubt these celebrity exes will
be reconciling anytime soon. What
are some things to consider before
making up with your ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

These celebrity exes may never get back together, but that
doesn’t mean that other couples shouldn’t. Here’s our love
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advice for some things to consider before making up with a
previous flame:

1. Is the problem a chronic one?: When your relationship and
love has ended, but you may want to rekindle the romance, make
sure you recognize if the problem is chronic or not. Is what
broke you up something that keeps happening? How many chances
have you already given your ex?

Related Link: Scott Disick Checked Into Rehab Before Kourtney
Kardashian Celebrity Breakup News

2. Can you truly forgive?: If you do decide to get back
together, you cannot throw previous transgressions in your
partner’s face every time you want to win an argument. Make
sure you’ve truly forgiven them for the past so you can move
on.

Related Link: Scott Disick Invites Fans to ‘Come Party’ in
Vegas Post-Split from Celebrity Ex Kourtney Kardashian

3. Be friends first: Try just being friends with your ex
before you decide to start up anything else. This way, you’ll
be close enough to see if their behavior has changed, without
the  bonding  of  sex  heightening  your  attachment  and
expectations.

What do you think someone should consider before making up
with an ex? Comment below!

Kris  Jenner  Says  She  and
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Celebrity  Ex  Bruce  Jenner
Were ‘A Match Made in Heaven’

By Maggie Manfredi

In the light of familial drama this family shows only love!
According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Kris  Jenner  says  she  and
celebrity  ex  Bruce  Jenner  were  perfect  for  each
other. The upcoming Keeping Up With the Kardashians special
“About  Bruce”  has  been  airing  clips  for  the  two  episode
release.  The  celebrity  “momager”  stated  in  one  of  the
previews, “We had so much in common that it was kind of a
match made in heaven. We went to races. We played golf. We
went snow skiing. I mean, there wasn’t anything we didn’t do,
and we could not keep our hands off each other.” Bruce Jenner
is in the midst of his very public gender transition, with
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what appears to be full support from his family.

These celebrity exes have nothing
but kind words for one another. How
do  you  keep  things  amicable  with
your ex?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Break up and make up! Moving on from an ex doesn’t necessarily
mean you never see or hear from them again, it is possible to
eventually become friends:

1. Exit gracefully: When the break up comes, make sure that
you go out as peacefully as possible. Creating extra drama or
arguments will only make the post break up more stressful. The
aftermath can be a time of coexistence and growth, be sure
that you are not the one to hinder that.

Related Link: Bruce Jenner Says Kim Kardashian’s Next Guy Goes
Through Him

2. Work together: Counseling can do nothing but help. Be a
team  even  if  things  are  not  working.  You  can  come  to  a
resolution even if it means a separation, together. Seeking
outside help is a good thing, but make sure to stick to
professionals and keep the conversation between you and your
ex open and honest.

Related Link: Kourtney Kardashian & Scott Disick Aren’t In
Splitsville…Yet

3. Family first: If there are children involved continue to
push the primary rule, they come first. Put your children and
their care and well being above everything else. If you and
your ex can agree on this you will be able to continue to be
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partners even if you are not in a relationship.

How do you handle your exes? Share with us tips and stories
below! 

Single  Khloe  Kardashian
Shares Sad Instagram Post

By Maggie Manfredi

The  breakup  blues!  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Khloe
Kardashian  is  taking  to  social  media  in  light  of  her
second split from French Montana. It was also this time last
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year that Kardashian filed for divorce from Lamar Odom. The
Keeping  Up  With  The  Kardashians  star  instagrammed  a
melancholy quote about saying goodbye, making it hard for her
followers not to feel her pain. We love you, KoKo!

What are some ways to conquer loneliness around the holidays? 

Cupid’s Advice: 

Are you single or away from your loved ones this holiday
season? Don’t fret! Cupid has some advice on how to still
enjoy the most wonderful time of the year:

1. You better watch out: If you have ABC Family, you can get
so much holiday cheer from one channel! From the the Grinch to
Rudolph, solo nights snuggled up on your couch with Chinese
food will be filled with classic characters.

Related: Khloe Kardashian and French Montana Split For Second
Time 

2. You better not cry: Take this opportunity to help those
less fortunate than you. Donate to your office’s toy drive or
dedicate some weekend time to community service to experience
some joy in giving back.

Related:  Prince  Wiliam  and  Kate  Middleton  Meet  jay-Z  and
Beyonce 

3. Santa Claus is coming to town: Even if you are lonely or
sad this season, remember to count your blessings. Send out
positive  vibes  instead  of  perpetuating  a  Scrooge-like
mentality, so that in the future, good things and good people
will come your way.

How do you cope with holiday woes? Share with us below! 
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Reality  Star  Kourtney
Kardashian  Celebrates  Second
Celebrity  Baby  Shower  with
IHOP Pajama Party

By Maggie Manfredi

One  party  just  wasn’t  enough!  According  to
UsMagazine.com, Kourtney Kardashian dressed way down for her
second celebrity baby shower this weekend. On Sunday morning,
the reality star and her friends donned their favorite pajamas
and hit IHOP for a morning party in honor of Kardashian and
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her third celebrity kid. Kardashian posted multiple Instagram
posts in honor of the event.

This reality star’s celebrity baby
shower was very creative! What are
some ways to incorporate pajamas in
your baby shower?

Cupid’s Advice:

You’re pregnant and growing by the minute, so comfort is a
must. There is no reason to try to wear heels and glam it up
all the time! Take a cue from this reality star and follow
Cupid’s advice on how to incorporate pajamas into your party:

1. Wear onesies: Nothing will get you more in touch with your
baby than a onesie. Plus, it offers so much cozy comfort that
you’ll never want to change). It’s just one giant blanket that
happens to have arm holes for eating your pancakes.

Related: Backstreet Boy AJ McLean Says ‘My Wife Caught Baby
Fever’ 

2. Be matching: Ask your pals to dress in pink and blue
clothes depending on your baby’s gender. Or you can pick a fun
pattern like polka dots to keep you all unified and festive.
Matching outfits will also make for adorable pictures!

Related: Carrie Underwood Reveals She’s Having a Baby Boy on
the CMA’s 

3. Keep it casual: You can head out into the world in your
nighttime gear or invite everyone over for a lazy brunch at
home or a late night in.

Share  your  best  ideas  for  including  pajamas  in  your  baby
shower below! 
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Khloe  Kardashian  on
Relationships  and  Love:
“Things Just Have to Happen”

By Emily Meyer

Khloe  Kardashian  is  ready  to  meet  Mr.  Right!  In  this
Wonderwall.com celebrity interview, the 30-year-old talked to
about relationships and love, her mom’s new boyfriend, and her
plans with her family during the upcoming holiday season.
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Khloe  Kardashian  on  Relationships
and Love
The Keeping Up with the Kardashians star is on the hunt for
her next beau, and she knows exactly what she wants. She
reveals,  “I  think  a  sense  of  humor  is  the  best  thing.”
However, you won’t find this Kardashian pursuing just anyone.
“Things just have to happen,” she adds. “You can’t look for
it.” Another must for the brunette is chemistry: “You have to
connect with their chemistry. You have to feed off of that
person’s energy.”

Related Link: ‘The Fantastic Four 2’ Actor Michael B. Jordan
Says, “I Am Still Very Much Single”

Despite how many times you assume that she’s been set up, she
claims that’s not the case! She divulges, “I don’t think I’ve
really been set up. Not anything that worked, or I would
remember!”  Sharing  some  relationship  advice,  she  says,  “I
think  it  would  have  to  be  random.  When  you  go  and  you
premeditate something, it never works because you’re always
expecting something, and it never turns out that way.”

Celebrity Dating Rumors About Kris
Jenner
As you probably know, she’s not the only family member looking
for a relationship and love these days. According to celebrity
dating rumors, her mom Kris Jenner has a new boyfriend, Corey
Gamble, and Kardashian seems to be more than okay with it. She
shares, “He’s such a nice guy. He’s just a really good person.
And I just like to see my mom happy, so it’s a good thing to
see.”

Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Approves of Kris Jenner’s New
Beau
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She also talks about her feelings regarding stepfather Bruce
Jenner dating again. She says, “It’s weird when your parents
date. But I’m just happy that both of them are happy and they
are in a good space. They should be with someone and be
happy.”

Although  her  parents  are  on  the  outs,  the  reality
queen insists their holiday season will be as normal as ever.
She even reveals, “Bruce is totally going be at the holiday
party. There is no bad blood between them. They were married
for like 23 plus years. Things fizzled out, but we all still
see Bruce and talk to him everyday. He’s still my dad.”

For  the  rest  of  the  interview,
visit  www.wonderwall.com/entertainment/khloe-kardashian-talks-
mothers-new-beau-and-finding-mr-right-30622.gallery!

Report:  Kim  Kardashian  and
Brandon  Jenner  Kissed  ‘Back
in the Day’
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By Shannon Seibert

Shots fired! On the latest episode of Keeping Up With the
Kardashians, Brody Jenner revealed to viewers that his brother
Brandon had done some smooching with Kim Kardashian back in
the day. The accusation came out after Brody Jenner had walked
in  on  Kardashian  staging  a  photo  shoot  in  a  barely-there
outfit for her new husband Kanye West. Kris Jenner had accused
Brody Jenner of being turned on by seeing her daughter in
provocative clothing, but Brody quickly deflected and turned
all eyes to his big brother. According to UsMagazine.com, Kim
Kardashian has always had good relationship with both Brody
and Brandon Jenner, so this small incident will probably be
swept under the rug.

What are some things to consider about revealing your past to
your new partner?

Cupid’s Advice: 

The past is supposed to be in the past, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t learn from it. Bringing up your past to your partner
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can be difficult, and at times, slightly awkward. There is no
reason to relive it, but there are some things that have
contributed to the person you are today that your man should
know about.

1. The people who have shaped you: There are monumental people
in everyone’s lives that make a difference on how they live
it. For example, certain exs may have left you with a couple
of battle scars, your man has the right to know what they are.
Also, if you have had any family members that have shaped you
in  either  a  positive  or  a  negative  light,  this  could  be
something worth sharing. By opening a channel of honesty you
can funnel your deepest feelings to your partner. In return,
he should do the same for you.

Related: Sofia Vergara and Joe Manganiello Pack on PDA on
Double Date

2. Where you’ve come from: Over time, circumstances change.
Your starting point will never match your end point in your
journey of life. You may have started from the bottom of the
food chain and have impressively worked your way up. Or maybe
you and a difficult home life or trouble in school. Each
factor has helped contribute to who you are as a person, and
there is no reason to shy away from that.

Related: Jenny McCarthy and Donnie Wahlberg Go Wedding Dress
Shopping Together

3. What you have accomplished: The past doesn’t have to entail
things that you’re ashamed of, it can also hold some of your
happiest memories. Give your man a peak inside your world and
share  with  him  some  of  your  fondest  moments  from  your
childhood, your teenage years, and beyond. Show him the world
through your eyes, he may find your viewpoint more beautiful
than he’d ever imagine.

What are some things that you had trouble with bringing up to
your partner? Share with us in the comments below!
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Source  Shoots  Down  Kim  and
Kanye Marriage Rumors

By Louisa Gonzales

Kim Kardashian and Kanye West are not married, yet. According
to People, the rumors about the recent Vogue cover couple
getting hitched in a secret ceremony over the weekend in Los
Angles are false. A close family friend of Kardashian, 33,
confirms this news, while the rapper’s reps have no comment
about  the  gossip.  West,  36,  and  the  Keeping  Up  With  The
Kardashians star are set to tie the knot on May 24 in France
at opulent Chateau Louis XIV.
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What are some advantages of keeping your wedding under wraps?

Cupid’s Advice:

Planning to get married is an exciting time in any couple’s
relationship, but it also can be stressful. Marriage is a big
decision and commitment, so it can be nice to be able to share
news of your engagement to people, however there’s nothing
wrong with not saying anything about it until you’re ready.
Cupid  has  some  advice  on  some  advantages  of  keeping  your
wedding under wraps:

1. It will make it more special: There’s something exciting
about having something known just between you and your special
someone. Holding onto information until you are ready, is not
a bad thing, it can be a good thing in fact because it can
help strengthen your relationship. Marriage is between you and
your partner, no one else, sure you’re both becoming a part of
each other’s families as well, but that doesn’t mean you can’t
have things on your own.

Related: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Set a Wedding Date in
Paris

2. You can make it your way: There’s a lot of time, energy and
effort that goes into wedding planning, but also in other new
life changing things like deciding living arrangements. So, it
can be nice to get advice from others, such as friends and
family sometimes, but not on everything, especially the big
decisions. Just think the less people who know, the better
chance  you  have  at  not  getting  influenced  by  other’s  and
actually making your dream wedding, not anyone else’s.

Related: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Look Casually Glam
Post-’Vogue’ Cover Reveal

3. Less pressure: One big up sides of keeping your wedding
under wraps is you won’t feel the pressure of others, which
will in turn make things less difficult for you. Sometimes
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wedding planning can get stressful, especially when you’re
worrying about other people’s expectations, when really you
should just be focusing on yours and your better half. Don’t
worry about what other people will think, about the wedding,
your partner, your union, whatever, instead remember why you
want to get married.

What do you think are some advantages of keeping your wedding
under wraps? Share in the comments below.

New Couple? Khloe Kardashian
Parties with French Montana
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By Louisa Gonzales

Khloe Kardashian continues to make headlines about her love
life. According to UsMagazine.com, the Keeping Up With the
Kardashians star, 29, was spotted at the clubs this weekend
with rapper French Montana, one night in Hollywood and another
night  in  Phoenix,  Arizona.  Khloe  was  also  seen  in  West
Hollywood at hotspot 1 Oak on Friday, April 4 partying with
the  rapper  at  the  16th  birthday  party  for  Diddy’s  son
Cristian. The reality star recently filed for divorce from
husband Lamar Odom in December, but she appears to be moving
on with Montana.

What are some ways to grow a new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

After a break up it can be hard sometimes to put yourself back
out there, especially if you last relationship ended badly.
Part of life is accepting sometimes you have to move on, life
always keeps moving forward. So, why not be open to finding
someone new and trying your hand at love again? Cupid has some
advice on some ways to grow a new relationship:

1. Be open to love: The only way to be able to get back in the
game, is to let yourself be open to playing and in this case
in the game of love. Don’t let past failed relationships weigh
you down, because if you don’t let them go you won’t be able
to move on. Remember, the end of one thing is the start of
something new and the same can be said for love.

Related: Khloe Kardashian Says She’s ‘Excited for This Year to
Be Over’ Post-Divorce Filing

2. Let yourself breath: Take a deep breath and take all the
time that you need when starting a new relationship or helping
it to grow. The best way to strengthen your relationship is to
really spend the time getting to know your partner, besides
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learning things about one another can be enjoyable. So, be
patient with yourself and your significant other and don’t
rush anything you’re not ready for.

Related: Khloe Kardashian Files for Divorce from Lamar Odom

3. Have fun: The start of the relationship can sometimes be
the most fun because it’s new and exciting. The best way to
help your relationship move along in a positive way is to have
a little humor and to bring out your playful side. So get out
there and let loose, but remember to be yourself, whoever you
are with should like you for who are.

What do you think are good ways to grow a new relationship?
Share in the comments below.

Find  Out  How  Kanye  West
Proposed to Kim Kardashian
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By Louisa Gonzales

Just because one of the most romantic holidays of the year has
come and passed, doesn’t mean we still can’t celebrate great
romantic moments, as viewers saw on the latest Keeping Up with
the Kardashians. According to UsMagazine.com,  although fans
already know that Kayne West proposed four months ago to Kim
Kardashian on her 33rd birthday in San Francisco, now thanks
to the reality show they now finally witnessed first hand how
it happened, Sunday, February, 16th. During the episode, we
all got to see the day leading up the main event and then
finally saw the big proposal, which happened at the AT&T Park
stadium, home of the San Francisco Giants. It was a beautiful
moment for the couple and for all the family, friends and fans
who got to see it.

What are some surprise proposal ideas?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting engaged is a special moment for many couples. The
memory of getting engaged to your lover is something you’ll
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cherish and remember for the rest of your lives. Cupid has
advice on some great surprise proposal ideas:

1. Play a game and leave clues: One way to make your proposal
surprising and unique is to set up sort of game. Play game
where you leaves clues for your partner to find until it leads
all the way up to your ultimate popping the marriage question.
For example, throw a party with friends and family and have
them all wear t-shirts each with a different letter of “will
you marry me” and ask for a picture and afterwards when your
soulmate asks to see, it will read out the question. There are
other alternative games you could create and play to make your
engagement one to remember and unexpected for your other half.

Related: Kanye West Displays His Love for Kim Kardashian

2. Use food and other things your partner loves: Think about
some goodies and other things your lovebird loves and plan to
ask somehow involving them. Some ideas are to maybe arrange a
gift basket filled with the different assortment of sweets and
foods they like inside a basket and have the ring hidden
somewhere inside. You can also take your honey to a restaurant
and have the chef write it out on their plate or hide the
“will you marry me” question in a fortune cookie. There are
number of ways to go about getting engaged, just make sure to
keep it fun and unique, but remember to keep it true to you
and your love.

Related: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Celebrate Valentine’s Day in
Style

3. Ask the question somewhere unexpected: A fun and cool idea
would to take your significant other out to a specific place
where you planned in advance with people or friends to help
you get engaged. One idea is to take them to a park or the
beach where an artist will draw a picture of the two you and
in the picture it will show you asking your love bug the
“marry me” question and with them responding with a “yes”. You
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can really use anything to your advantage when finding cool
ways to ask for your sweethearts hand in marriage, it can be
you  asking  your  local  movie  theater  to  show  the  question
during the previews or something specifically unique to them
such as putting it in the ad’s section of the newspaper they
alway read.

What do you think are good ideas for a surprise proposal?
Share your ideas below.

Kim Kardashian and Kanye West
Visit Paris: Wedding Plans?
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By Louisa Gonales

The  sound  of  wedding  bells  is  approaching  nearer  for  Kim
Kardashian and Kanye West. The couple that is planning to tie
the knot this summer recently went on a trip to Paris. The
pair were spotted out and about walking around and having
lunch at L’Avenue Restaurant in Paris on Saturday, January
18th and Sunday January 19th. The soon-to-be bride and groom
were apparently there not just to sight see, but also for
wedding plans, according to a source for UsMagazine.com.

What are some exciting destination wedding locations?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting married is an exciting time in a person’s life, but
also is stressful due to wedding planning. One of the main
things  the  engaged  couple  has  to  decide  is  where  to  get
married. This part of wedding planning should be fun, it’s all
about finding the place that is right for the both of you. Are
you one of the pairs who want to go on location for your
pending nuptials? Cupid has some tips on possible wedding
locations:

1. Paris: Paris is considered one of the most romantic places
on earth and the perfect place to tie the knot. There are many
beautiful churches and temples as well as many other elegant
locations to choose from to get married in. When it comes to
having your wedding reception Paris offers many regal and
classical settings where the newly wed couple and guests can
celebrate toasting champagne, eating some of Paris’s amazing
cuisine and dancing until the early morning.

Related: Kris Jenner Says Kim Kardashian and Kanye West’s
Wedding Will Be Big

2. Las Vegas: The city ‘that never sleeps’ is full of exiting
things to do and is non-stop place to party. If you’re into
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having a good time, being carefree, loose and wild Las Vegas
could be the right wedding destination for you, especially if
you are looking to get hitched right away. Vegas is home to
many chapel’s and most stay open late. It’s a fun place to say
your vows if you’re looking to have a small wedding with a few
close family and friends.

Related: ‘Spy Kids’ Actress Alexa Vega Ties the Knot with
Carlos Pena, Jr. in Mexico

3.  Bahamas:  If  you  are  looking  to  possibly  have  a  beach
wedding, the Bahamas has many warm places off the coast of its
gorgeous ocean to choose from. The Bahamas also offers many
other  great  tropical  settings  and  colorful  accommodations
where couples can find privacy, making it a fantastic place to
have  your  nuptials.  Say  your  “I  do’s”  in  paradise  and
celebrate with family and friends in surroundings that is
lovely and enjoyable for all invited.

What do you think are some exciting wedding locations? Share
your thoughts below.
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